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On the other hand, the freeware
version of SignCut Pro is certainly
an alternative. FreewareSignCut is
in fact free and comes with a lot of
useful features, including InDesign,
PDF, signwriting in up to 100
languages, thanks to a partnership
between the program and some
online companies. Also included in
the package is Adobe Acrobat. But
just like SignCut Pro, it does not
include a watermark option. The
site's success depends mainly on
its members, who provide the site
with information, reviews and
forums. FreeSignCut is in fact a
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web site which is not affiliated to
SignCut, in any way. So there is a
clear attempt to separate the fact
that freeSignCut is not a free
version of SignCut Pro or anything
else but a different site. Some
good reviews for SignCut Pro over
on ZDNet:- 1. Signcut Pro is a very
good tool for signwriters, so if
you're in the printing and
signwriting business, Signcut Pro is
a must-have. 2. Signcut Pro can
open virtually all A4, letter and
tabloid-size files from most
desktop publishing packages. 3.
Signcut Pro offers a bunch of good
and useful features, including
automatic document layout and
content optimization. 4. The
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InDesign window was easy to use
and I had no difficulties running
Signcut Pro. 5. I was very
impressed with the InDesign
window of Signcut Pro, which
comes as a full-fledged plug-in. 6.
Thanks to the proprietary
Activation Code, I was able to use
Signcut Pro on both 32-bit and
64-bit Windows versions. 7. As a
signwriter, my major task was to
add hand-drawn signatures and it
was easy for me to add them. 8.
The table of contents functions are
really useful for signwriters. I also
tested the Signcut Pro functionality
on Xara Xtreme, InDesign, Flash
Professional CS5 and PPro. 9. I was
impressed by the control panel
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and I liked the Settings function
which you can access from there.
10. Signcut Pro also supports most
page layout options. InDesign
(WWW) I recommend using
Signcut Pro only if you're into
printing and signmaking business.
It's not a replacement for other
programs because it's missing
important features, such as a
watermark and it doesn't come
with a trial version, so you'll need
to buy the full version. However, it
does cost $49 and if you're into
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